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Abstract 

 In the field of Information Technology there are so many areas in which one can choose 

for their career. When choosing a career, it is important that one knows exactly what it may 

encompass. I have chosen to complete my research project on the topic of careers in IT and the 

development of a career plan and portfolio. The career plan portion of the project will consist of 

the research element. I have researched various areas of IT and narrowed them down to career 

tracks that spark my interest the most. The portfolio portion of the project will mostly consist of 

the typical components of a portfolio, such as: resume, projects completed in the MSIT program 

at SPSU, etc. I have selected this as my project because I feel as though it will yield benefits 

greater than simply just receiving a grade.  

 

Introduction 

“Virtually, every business relies on technology and computers systems” (Maryland, 

2011). The field of information technology is more important today than it has ever been, 

meaning that the need for IT professionals is also extremely important. For an individual who 

enjoys any of the various areas of IT, seeking a career in this field can yield positive benefits. 

Just like with any career, there will be some downsides; however, with a genuine passion for this 

field, the pros are highly likely to outweigh the cons. “Factors such as job security, high salaries, 

and benefit packages can perk the interest of even the most technically resistant person” (Bird 

and Harwood, 2000). 

Whether or not someone has already obtained a career in the field of their choice, 

developing and continuing to update a career plan and portfolio is important.  “Career portfolios 

are used to plan, organize and document education, work samples and skills” (Wikipedia, 2013). 
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This particular tool is essential to someone already in their field because they are able to update 

it overtime; and it will be handy and ready if they ever decide to change careers or even move up 

within the career they are already in. Additionally, a career plan and portfolio is extremely 

beneficial to someone who has not yet obtained a career in the field because it allows them to 

research various careers within the field, map out a plan, and begin to put together items that will 

create a portfolio that will be used in career searches and interviews. More specifically, I think a 

career plan and portfolio is especially an important tool for individuals seeking a career in the 

field of information technology because of the fact that this is a field that has numerous options 

and various career paths. Someone may know that they want a career in this field; however, they 

may not be 100% certain as to the exact area in which they would be a good candidate. “Though 

not always the case, a career in IT can allow you to combine the work you do with other 

interests” (Bird and Harwood, 2000).  

Since I was younger, I was always intrigued by technology. From my first V-Tech 

computer, to my Brother brand typewriter, to my first Dell desktop computer I was always 

curious in what made this machines work. Of course I found joy in using those machines for the 

typical things such as playing games, typing papers, and searching the web but my joy also came 

from scrutinizing the machines. As I got older, I grew more found of technology and everything 

that emerged from technology. While I had other interests such as writing, drawing, and painting, 

nothing seemed to satisfy me as much as computers and technology. Growing up I was always 

told I was more technology savvy than my peers, and that became more evident as I found 

myself speaking a “language” that my peers would often look puzzled  by. In high school when 

there were discussions of college majors and future career, my contribution was without a doubt 

the technology field- computer science, computer information systems, information technology, 
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etc. After earning a Bachelor of Business Administration Degree in Management Information 

Systems and not having luck with landing a career in the field, I am now studying to earn a 

Master of Science in Information Technology- and conducting this research project in hopes that 

it will assist me in obtaining an IT career in the near future. 

 

Method of Approach 

 In order to complete this research project, I have utilized books specific to careers and 

career planning in IT. I also searched the World Wide Web for various sources of information on 

this topic. These searches started with Google searches, using keywords such as “careers in 

information technology,” “career portfolio essentials,” “hottest jobs in IT,” etc. In addition, I 

utilized my own work from previous assignments in this IT 6683 course as well as my 

knowledge that I have acquired over the years in regards to the field of IT. 

 

Contents of My Career Portfolio 

 As a part of this research project, I have also started a career portfolio. In my career 

portfolio I have included several assignments and projects (both individual and team) that were 

completed in previous courses at SPSU. The assignments and projects that are included were 

specifically chosen because I feel as though they display a skill or ability to complete related 

tasks as well as the fact that these particular assignments and projects received grades of A. In 

addition, I have included a resume and a cover letters that I have used when applying for IT 

positions. I included cover letters that I previously used so that I can later reference them when 

applying for similar jobs.  
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Findings  

The books in which I utilized for this research seemed to have provided more valuable 

information than I found online. Although some of the information within the books may be 

outdated, I still feel as though much of the other information is still relevant to today’s careers in 

IT. Of the various career paths within IT, the careers that seemingly appeared the most over 

several sources are careers in: 

 Programming 

 Networking and Infrastructure 

 PC and Computer Support 

 Web Design 

 Database Design and Administration 

 IT Management 

 

About Programming Jobs: 

 There are a variety of job titles within the area of Programming. In any company or 

organization, it is essential to have programmers because it is highly unlikely for the overall 

system to correctly function without some programming. Programming professionals have a 

unique skill set and patience is a must. “In some cases, the development of a simple program 

may take just a few hours to complete…However, other programs, such as operating systems 

that require complex detailed instructions, can take more than a year of work for a group of 

programmers” (Bird and Harwood, 2000). Programmers need to be individuals who are able to 

pay close attention to detail. They need to be able to work independently and on a team. The job 
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outlook is positive for programmers because companies will always be in need of individuals in 

this area. 

Requirements/Qualifications- extensive knowledge in operating systems, languages, and a 

degree in the field (computer science, mathematics, information systems, information 

technology). 

 

Networking and Infrastructure Jobs 

 There are “so many different aspects to the networking field” (Bird and Harwood, 2000). 

Each job within this area requires similar skills or job descriptions, but they are all unique from 

other another in some way. The typical skills needs in this area are general computer and 

hardware knowledge as well as troubleshooting and communication skills. The daily tasks of 

jobs within this area vary from general system maintenance to dealing with system failures to 

applying software updates and fixes. This particular area is good for someone who enjoys the 

duties “because there are so many areas and avenues to explore in the networking field, a person 

could spend an entire career in this field and still find something new and different” (Bird and 

Harwood, 2001). The outlook for networking and infrastructure jobs is positive. Most employers 

desire technical experience and a degree in the field. However, some argue that networking skills 

can’t really be learned, instead, individuals need hands on experience to truly acquire the 

knowledge. 

 

PC and Computer Support Jobs 

 “Fundamentally, the term computer technician is another way of saying computer 

‘repairman,’ a label not appreciated by some, but one that accurately describes the job” (Bird and 
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Harwood, 2001). These jobs are essential to any company or organization because in the world 

of technology, something is bound to go wrong, and oftentimes users will not know how to 

alleviate the issue. Like many other areas of IT, PC and Support professionals need to have a 

variety of skills to set them apart from others. As determined by Bird and Harwood, a good PC 

Technician encompasses the following qualities, “technical curiosity,” “creative thinking,” 

“communication skills,” “ability to learn from experience,” “resourcefulness,” “lack of fear with 

new technologies,” “ability to work under pressure,” and “integrity” (Bird and Harwood, 2001). 

The tasks of PC and Support jobs can range from providing computer support services to 

providing trainings, to handling printer issues. Although the duties and requirements of PC and 

Computer Support professionals has changed over the years, the demand has not changed- the 

job outlook for these IT Professionals is excellent and is not expected to decline within the 

coming years. Depending on the company, the official titles for PC and Computer Support jobs 

may vary. The most common job titles for these jobs include, but are not limited to, the 

following: Help Desk Support, PC Maintenance Technician, PC Network Technician, Desktop 

Technicians. In such positions, a degree is not necessarily required. Typical candidates have 

some sort of certification, experience, or technical school trainings; although it doesn’t hurt to 

have a degree. 

 

Internet Technologies and Web Design Jobs 

 “Of all the career paths available in the IT arena, Internet Technology is probably the 

broadest in scope” (Bird and Harwood, 2001). The main jobs in this area of IT that are in high 

demand include, but are not limited to: web developer, webmaster, and website designer. The job 

outlook for this particular profession is said, by Bird and Harwood, to be “phenomenal.” This is 
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primarily because of the fact that technology has evolved in a way that allows more and more 

business to have a presence and conduct business over the web. Individuals seeking jobs in this 

area are typically expected to be well rounded in other areas of IT as well. This particular area 

requires that individuals are able to keep up with current and changing technologies, especially 

web technologies. The demand for this area of IT is high. Individuals in this area are typically 

able to self teach and gain training online; although certifications and a degree are a positive.  

 

Database Design and Administration Jobs 

 “Companies need to keep track of information. In this ‘information age,’ a lot of 

information (data) is accumulated, and someone or something has to manage it in a way that 

allows to be useful” (Bird and Harwood, 2001). Depending on the organization, there could be 

different people to be titled as database designer and database administrator. Typically larger 

organizations have these as separate positions, whereas smaller organization will have the same 

person to perform duties of both positions. Moreover, as noted by Bird and Harwood, there isn’t 

a clear boundary that defines the functions of the two positions; it is usually up to the 

organization to determine what these roles encompass. Most often, “the database administrator 

can be looked at as the person whose primary responsibility tends to be the ‘production’ version 

of the database…On the other hand, the database designer can be looked at as the person whose 

primary responsibility tends to be the ‘development’ version of the database” (Bird and 

Harwood, 2001). The daily tasks of these jobs may range from adding new data entries to 

existing databases, review changes, give recommendations to programmers, work closely with 

support staff, etc. The list for the duties could go on and on and are seemingly longer than the 

previously reviewed areas of IT. The skills needed for this area may vary. Basic Internet and 
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Web knowledge is always useful and knowledge of relational database theory and terminology is 

required. This particular area of IT is essential to any company because of the fact that it is 

unlikely to find a company that does not use databases. The job outlook for this area of IT is very 

good.  

 

IT Management Jobs 

 “A big part of IT management involves acquiring responsibility for your people, not only 

managing their day-to-day work, but also playing a role in mentoring their career development” 

(Goff, 2000). IT Management jobs encompass a variety of job titles and responsibilities that 

come along with those specific titles. The overall idea for this area of IT is to ensure that the 

overall IT unit is running effectively and efficiently. Moreover, executives in this area frequently 

work alongside other executives within other units of the company or organization. The first step 

into IT management is an entry level position as a project manager (PM). This position in 

particular is also a good place for individuals to start because it oftentimes allows them to decide 

if management is indeed the area that they want to pursue in the long run. Majority of a project 

manager’s role is nontechnical, as they are more responsible for overseeing the technical aspects 

of a project. A degree or on the job training is desirable for this position as well as certifications 

(Goff, 2000). The typical project manager starts with five to six years of experience within the 

field of IT. The top executive titles frequently seen within the area of IT management include: 

Director, Chief Information Officer (CIO), Chief Technology Officer (CTO); nevertheless, there 

are many other positions within this area that an individual can pursue.  

 

My Top Choices 
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Most Preferred 

 PC and Computer Support- Jobs in this position are seemingly a great start for someone, 

like myself, who is seeking to start a career in this field, but has no prior experience. For 

many years I have found myself being the point of contact for family and friends who are 

having computer issues. Moreover, when I am having a computer issue, I always prefer 

to resolve it myself rather than contacting someone or spending a lot of money on 

something that I can solve myself. Most times I enjoy resolving computer issues, whether 

my own or someone else’s. In addition, I enjoy teaching others how to do certain things 

on the computer, which was discovered to be something that someone in this position 

may do as well.  

 Internet Technologies and Web Design- Positions within this area seem to be good for 

someone who enjoys design without a lot of heavy programming. I loathe programming 

with languages such as Java, Basic, etc. However, I have enjoyed the ability to design 

web pages by using scripting and markup languages such as JavaScript, HTML, CSS, 

PHP. For some reason I find it less complicated to grasp the things that create the 

appearance of a site. In addition, I have always enjoyed art and playing around with 

computer graphics and this is seemingly something that I could apply to a position in this 

area of IT. 

 IT Management- After I gain initial on the job experience in this field, I think that IT 

management is a good place to aim because of the fact that I have a background in 

business with my BBA Degree and I will soon have a Master’s in IT. Project 

management is seemingly a good position because I like to lead and ensure that things are 

done correctly.  
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Least Preferred 

 Programming- I have found programming to be very tedious and difficult. This area 

of IT is one that I enjoy the very least. The attempt to grasp these skills in my 

academic studies has been very difficult; thus, I doubt I would enjoy a career in this 

area. 

 Networking and Infrastructure- while networking and infrastructure doesn’t seem too 

difficult to grasp, it doesn’t appear to be an area that I would initially enjoy. This 

particular area may just be one that I will have to gain hands on experience to see 

whether or not I truly can enjoy it.  

 Database Design and Administration- In previous courses, I worked with SQL 

databases and didn’t despise it (as with programming) but its not something I was 

overjoyed with either. Like networking, this is something I will need more hands on 

experience with to determine if this is an area that I would like to have a career. 

 

 

Recommendations  

 Recommendations for someone with no prior IT work experience 

o Research the options that are available within the field 

o Narrow down the options  

o Advance education by obtaining higher degrees and/or certifications 

o Obtain internships or graduate intake programs to prepare for a career in the field 
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o Don’t limit options- various industries and/or locations may have great IT 

opportunities,  

 Recommendations for someone switching jobs between various areas of IT 

o It is a good idea for someone who wants exposure to various areas within IT- 

experience within different areas allows for more marketability 

o Shadow colleagues in other areas of IT within the company to gain a sense of 

what their daily responsibilities encompass. 

  

Lessons Learned 

 This research project has taught me a lot on various career areas within the field of IT. I 

have gained a better idea of what certain areas encompass and what type of qualifications 

employers typically desire. Furthermore, I learned what areas I am most compatible and which 

areas best suit my interests. Being that I never really thought about doing a career plan/portfolio 

the biggest lesson learned, perhaps, is the importance of developing such a plan and portfolio. 

 

Value 

Although I have an undergraduate degree/major in Management Information Systems, I 

have yet to gain employment in the field. I am pursuing the Master of Science in IT degree in 

hopes that it will make me a more marketable candidate for a career in IT. When looking at the 

various areas of Information Technology, I have not been certain as to exactly which career track 

I want to pursue. The research required for this project has enabled me to narrow down a few 

career paths based on my interests. Moreover, development of a career portfolio is a valuable 

asset that I believe will be useful in the years to come.  
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This project achieves learning outcomes for this course through the research and 

understanding of information that is applicable to IT concepts, and needs and how they link to 

business. Learning outcome number 2, “base the management of IT on the needs of the 

business,” is achieved by the fact that I have looked at careers in IT and ultimately how the 

management of a particular IT career can integrate with the needs of the business. Each point in 

learning outcome number 3 is achieved through my research and seeing how IT careers 

inevitably encompasses those characteristics. Learning outcome number 5 has been achieved 

throughout the whole process of completing this research project. 
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